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Let H be the Ariki]Koike algebra associated to the complex reflection groupn, r
Ž .W s G r, 1, n . In this paper, we give a new presentation of H by making usen, r n, r
of the Schur]Weyl reciprocity for H established by M. Sakamoto and T. Shojin, r
Ž .1999, J. Algebra, 221, 293]314 . This allows us to construct various non-parabolic
subalgebras of H . We construct all the irreducible representations of H asn, r n, r
induced modules from such subalgebras. We show the existence of a partition of
unity in H , which is specialized to a partition of unity in the group algebran, r
CW . Then we prove a Frobenius formula for the characters of H , which is ann, r n, r
Žanalogy of the Frobenius formula proved by A. Ram 1991, In¤ent. Math. 106,
.461]488 for the Iwahori]Hecke algebra of type A. Q 2000 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
w xIn R , Ram gave a Frobenius type formula for the characters of the
Hecke algebra H associated to the symmetric group S . He derivedn n
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the formula by making use of the Schur]Weyl reciprocity between H andn
Ž . w xthe quantum group U gl , established by Jimbo J . Let H be theq m n, r
Ariki]Koike algebra, i.e., the cyclotomic Hecke algebra associated to the
Ž .complex reflection group W s G r, 1, n . The Schur]Weyl reciprocityn, r
w xwas generalized in SS to the case between H and a certain Levin, r
Ž .subalgebra of U gl .q m
In this paper, we give a Frobenius type formula for the characters of
ŽH , based on the Schur]Weyl reciprocity mentioned above. Note that inn, r
.this introduction, the algebra H stands for H in Section 2. One of then, r K
w xcrucial ingredients in R is the existence of a partition of unity in H , i.e., an
complete system of primitive orthogonal idempotents, which is specialized
to a partition of unity in the group algebra CS . This result had beenn
w x w xproved independently by Gyoja G and Wenzl W . We show that a similar
Žfact also holds for H . In the first draft of the paper, this result was usedn, r
to obtain the Frobenius formula for H . However, as pointed out by theK
referee, there exists an alternative argument for it without relying on this
fact. Nevertheless, we left the part discussing a partition of unity un-
.changed, as we believe that it is of independent interest. First we give a
w xnew presentation of H based on the result in SS . We show that H isn, r n, r
generated by j , . . . , j and a , . . . , a , where a , . . . , a are generators of1 n 2 n 2 n
H as usual, and j , . . . , j satisfy a common relation of degree r. More-n 1 n
over, j , . . . , j generate an abelian subalgebra of H . Note that our1 n n, r
w xabelian subalgebra is different from the one defined in AK . The relation-
w xship between our generators and generators a , . . . , a given in AK is1 n
complicated. But since our generators j are symmetric for j s 1, . . . , n, itj
makes it possible to embed the algebra H m H m ??? into H ,n , r n , r n, r1 2
Ž w xwhenever Ýn F n, just as in the group case. Pfeiffer P consideredi
certain non-parabolic subalgebras in the case of Iwahori]Hecke algebras
of type B based on the standard generators. However, its structure is more
.complicated than ours. Then we can construct all the irreducible repre-
Ž .sentations of H as induced modules from certain non-parabolic subal-n, r
gebras, in analogy to the group case construction. Under this setting, one
can generalize the method of Gyoja in the case of type A to our case.
A Frobenius formula is given as follows. We define some elements a inl
Ž Ž1. Ž r ..H , parametrized by multipartitions l s l , . . . , l of size n. Noten, r
that they are mapped, by the specialization to CW , to a complete systemn, r
of representatives of conjugacy classes in W . Let x l be an irreduciblen, r q
character of H associated to a multipartition l of size n. Then we haven, r
q x ; q , u s x l a S x ,Ž . Ž . Ž .˜ Ým q m l
l
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Ž .where q x; q, u is a certain polynomial, which can be described by usingm˜
Ž . Ž .Hall]Littlewood symmetric functions q x; t , and S x is the Schurn l
Žfunction associated to a multipartition l see Section 6 for the detailed
.definition .
As an application one can show, for any character x of H , that theq n, r
Ž .character values x a are determined by a simple algorithm from theq w
Ž .  4values x a , where a ‹ w g W is a basis of H defined in terms ofq l w n, r n, r
our generators.
The author is grateful to A. Ram for stimulating discussions on the
occasion of a symposium in Kyoto, 1998. He also thanks the referee for his
suggestions on a partition of unity of H .K
2. CYCLOTOMIC SCHUR]WEYL RECIPROCITY
w y1 x2.1. Let R s Z q, q , u , . . . , u be a polynomial ring over Z with1 r
indeterminates q, u , . . . , u . The Ariki]Koike algebra, i.e., the cyclotomic1 r
Ž .Hecke algebra associated to the complex reflection group W s G r, 1, n ,n, r
is the algebra H s H over R with generators a , . . . , a subject to then, r 1 n
following conditions:
a y u ??? a y u s 0,Ž . Ž .1 1 1 r
y1a y q a q q s 0 i G 2 ,Ž . Ž .Ž .i i
a a a a s a a a a ,1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1
< <a a s a a i y j G 2 ,Ž .i j j i
a a a s a a a 2 F i F n y 1 .Ž .i iq1 i iq1 i iq1
w xLet K be the quotient field of R. We set W s W . It is known by AKn, r
< < nthat H is a free R-module with rank W s n!r , and that H s K m H isK R
a semisimple algebra over K.
2.2. Let V s [r V be a free R-module with V s Rm i. We setis1 i i
r  4m s Ý m . Let us fix a basis E s ¤ , . . . , ¤ of V such thatis1 i 1 m
E s ¤ ‹ m q ??? qm - j F m q ??? qm 4i j 1 iy1 1 i
 4gives rise to a basis of V . We define a map b: 1, 2, . . . , m “ N byi
Ž .b j s i whenever ¤ g V . Let wt: V “ V be a linear operator defined byj i
Ž . m2wt ¤ s u ¤ . Let us define linear operators, T , s , S on V as follows.j bŽ j. j
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For ¤ , ¤ g E ,i j
q¤ m ¤ if i s j,¡ i j
~¤ m ¤ if i ) j,T ¤ m ¤ s j iŽ .i j
y1¢¤ m ¤ q q y q ¤ m ¤ if i - j,Ž .j i i j
s ¤ m ¤ s ¤ m ¤ ,Ž .i j j i
T ¤ m ¤ if b i s b j ,Ž . Ž .Ž .i j
S ¤ m ¤ sŽ .i j ½ s ¤ m ¤ if b i / b j .Ž . Ž .Ž .i j
mn ŽUsing these operators, we define operators T , s , S , v g End V , 2 Fi i i j R
.i F n, 1 F j F n , by the following rule:
T s idmŽ iy2. m T m idmŽnyi. ,i V V
s s idmŽ iy2. m s m idmŽnyi. ,i V V
S s idmŽ iy2. m S m idmŽnyi. ,i V ¤
v s idmŽ jy1. m wt m idmŽnyj. .j V V
We now define an operator T on V mn by1
T s Ty1 ??? Ty1S ??? S v . 2.2.1Ž .1 2 n n 2 1
w x Ž .Then it is shown in SS, Theorem 3.2 that t : a ‹ T 1 F i F n gives risei i
to a representation of H on V mn.
Ž .2.3. Let U gl be the quantized universal enveloping algebra of glq m m
Ž .over K. Hence, U gl is an associative algebra with generators, e , f ,q m i i
Ž . " « i Ž . Ž1 F i F m y 1 and q , 1 F i F m , and well-known relations see,
w x. Ž .e.g., SS . We consider the natural representation of U gl on V sq m K
K m V, which is given byR
¤ if j s i q 1,jy1
r e ¤ sŽ .i j ½ 0 if j / i q 1,
¤ if j s i ,jq1
r f ¤ sŽ .i j ½ 0 if j / i ,
q"1¤ if j s i ,j" « ir q ¤ sŽ . j ½ 0 if j / i .
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Ž . Ž . Ž .By the comultiplication D: U gl “ U gl m U gl , r induces aq m q m q m
Ž . mnrepresentation of U gl on V , which we denote also by r. It isq m K
expressed on generators as
ny1
mp mŽny1yp.r e s K m e m 1 ,Ž . Ýi i i
ps0
ny1
Ž .m ny1ypmp y1r f s 1 m f m K ,Ž . Ž .Ýi i i
ps0
r q" « i s q" « i m ??? m q" « i ,Ž .
where K stands for q« iy« iq1 for i s 1, . . . , m y 1.i
Ž .Let g s gl [ ??? [ gl be a Levi subalgebra of gl and U g them m m q1 r
Ž . Ž .subalgebra of U gl associated to g. By the restriction, U g acts onq m q
V mn, which is again denoted by r.K
Ž Ž1. Ž r ..Let l s l , . . . , l be a multipartition consisting of r-tuples of
Ž i. < < r < Ž i. < Ž i.partitions l . We denote by l s Ý l the size of l , where l sis1
Ž Ž i. Ž i.. < Ž i. < k i Ž i.l , . . . , l is a partition of l s Ý l . Let P be the set of1 k js1 j n, ri
Ž Ž1. Ž r .. < < w xmultipartitions l s l , . . . , l such that l s n. It is known by AK
Ž .that all the irreducible representations of H are up to isomorphismK
parametrized by the set P . We denote by Z the irreducible H -modulen, r l K
corresponding to l g P .n, r
Ž .On the other hand, irreducible representations of U g occurring inq
V mn are parametrized by the set L of multipartitions l g PK m , . . . , m n, r1 r
Ž Ž i.. Ž Ž .such that l l F m . Here for a partition l s l , . . . , l , we puti 1 k
Ž . . Ž .l l s k. We denote by V the irreducible U g -module correspondingl q
to l g L .m , . . . , m1 r
Under this setting, the following Schur]Weyl reciprocity holds between
Ž .U g and H .q K
w x Ž . Ž Ž ..THEOREM 2.4 SS, Theorem 4.1 . t H and r U g are mutually theK q
full centralizers of each other; i.e., we ha¤e
t H s End V mn , r U g s End V mn .Ž . Ž .Ž .K U Žg . K q H Kq K
Ž . mnMoreo¤er, the H m U g -module V is decomposed asK q K
V mn , Z m V .[K l l
lgL , . . . , mm r1
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Ž . Ž wOne can show that S and v commute with the action of U g cf. SS,i j q
x.Lemma 3.4 . Hence as a corollary to Theorem 2.4, we have
Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 2.5. The operators S 2 F i F n , v 1 F j F n are con-i j
Ž .tained in t H .K
 42.6. We fix the set of standard generators t , s , . . . , s of W, where1 2 n
t r s 1 and s , . . . , s are standard generators of the symmetric group S1 2 n n
Ž .nunder the isomorphism W , S h ZrrZ . We put t s s ??? s t s ??? sn i i 2 1 2 i
Ž .nfor i s 2, . . . , n. Then t , . . . , t are generators of ZrrZ , and any ele-1 n
ment w g W can be written in a unique way as w s t c1 ??? t cns , where1 n
s g S , and c are integers such that 0 F c F r y 1. Let V s [V withn i i i
m i  4V s C . We fix a basis E s ¤ , . . . , ¤ of V in a similar way as in 2.2.i 1 m
We fix hereafter a primitive r th root of unity z in C. The group W acts on
mnthe n-fold tensor space V ; each s acts as s as in 2.2, and t acts asi i j
mŽ jy1. mŽnyj. Ž .id m wt m id , where wt is a linear map on V defined by wt ¤V V j
bŽ j.s z ¤ . We denote this representation of W by t . Let w : R “ C bej 0
Ž . Ž . ithe specialization homomorphism defined by w q s 1, w u s z . Let0 0 i
CW be the group algebra of W over C. By the specialization w , one0
mn mnobtains C m H , CW. Moreover, via the specialization C m V , V ,R R
mnŽ .1 m T and 1 m S coincide with t s on V , and 1 m v coincides withi i i j
Ž .t t .j
w xNote that it is known by AK that the subalgebra of H generated by
 4a , . . . , a coincides with the Hecke algebra H associated to S . Then2 n n n
one can define an element a for any s g S as the product a s a ???s n s i1
a according to the reduced expression s s s ??? s . We denote by T ,i i i sr 1 r
Ž . mnfor s g S , the operator t a on V .n s
wNow assume that m G n for i s 1, . . . , n. Then it is known SS, Proposi-i
xtion 5.3 that the representations t and t are faithful. In particular, in this
mn Ž . 4case, t w ‹ w g W are linearly independent operators on V . For each
w s t c1 ??? t cns g W, we define an operator T on V mn by T s v c1v c21 n w w 1 2
c c cn 1 nŽ .??? v T . Then T is mapped, by the specialization w , to t t ??? t sn s w 0 1 n
Ž .s t w . Hence by using a similar argument as in the proof of Proposition
w x  45.3 in SS , we see that T ‹ w g W are linearly independent over R. Sincew
Ž . < <dim t H s W , we have the following.K K
 4PROPOSITION 2.7. Assume that m G n for 1 F i F r. Then T ‹ w g Wi w
Ž .gi¤es rise to a basis of t H .K
3. A NEW PRESENTATION OF HK
3.1. In this section, we assume that m G n for each i. In the remain-i
der of this paper, we use the following notation. Let M be an R-module.
For any commutative algebra R9 over R, we write M s R9 m M.R9 R
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 Ž i. 4Let V s [V as in 2.2. We write the basis E of V as ¤ ‹ 1 F j F m ,i i i j i
by preserving the orders. Let U be the R-submodule of V mn spanned by
¤ Žc1. m ??? m ¤ Žcn. , with s g S and 1 F c F r for i s 1, . . . , n. Then U iss Ž1. s Žn. n i
< <a free R-module of rank W . Note that U is H-stable. In fact, it is clearn, r
that U is stable by T and S for i s 2, . . . , n. Since U is stable by v , U isi i 1
also stable by T . Hence it is stable by H. Let us define an element ¤ g U1 0
by
r r r
Ž i . Ž i . Ž i .1 2 1¤ s ¤ m ¤ m ??? m ¤ .Ý Ý Ý0 n ny1 1ž / ž / ž /
i s1 i s1 i s11 2 n
We have the following lemma.
LEMMA 3.2. The H -module U is generated by ¤ . In particular, U isK K 0 K
isomorphic to the regular H -module.K
mnProof. We consider the W-module V . We write the basis E of V asi i
Ž i. mn 4¤ ‹ 1 F j F m as above, and define a subspace U of V in a similarj i
Ž i. Ž i. mnway as above by replacing ¤ by ¤ . Then U is a CW-submodule of V .j j
We also define an element ¤ g U in a similar way. We claim that0
Ž .3.2.1 The CW-module U is generated by ¤ .0
In order to show the claim, it is enough to see that CW¤ contains all0
Žc . Žc . r Ž i.1 nthe vectors of the form ¤ m ??? m ¤ . Put f s Ý ¤ . We considers Ž1. s Žn. j is1 j
athe action of t on ¤ s f m ??? m f . It only affects the jth component ofj 0 n 1
a r ai Ž i.¤ . The jth component of t ¤ is equal to Ý z ¤ for a s 0, . . . ,0 j 0 is1 nyjq1
r y 1. It follows that
Ž i.f m ??? m f m ¤ m f m ??? m f g CW¤ ,n nyjq2 nyjq1 nyj 1 0
for i s 1, . . . , r. Repeating this procedure for j s 1, . . . , n, we see that
Žc . Žc .1 n¤ m ??? m ¤ is contained in CW¤ for any 1 F c F r. Then by apply-n 1 0 i
Žc . Žc .1 ning s g S on these vectors, we conclude that ¤ m ??? m ¤ g CW¤ .n s Ž1. s Žn. 0
The claim follows.
Ž .  4Now 3.2.1 implies that the set w¤ ‹ w g W is linearly independent0 n, r
 4over C. Let T ‹ w g W be the basis of H given in 2.6. Then by thew K
specialization w , T ¤ is mapped to w¤ for each w g W. Hence we see0 w 0 0
 4that the set T ¤ ‹ w g W is linearly independent over R. In particular,w 0
< <dim H ¤ s W . Since H ¤ ; U , we conclude that H ¤ s U . TheK K 0 K 0 K K 0 K
lemma is proved.
3.3. We write ¤ as ¤ s f m ??? m f , where f s Ýr ¤ Ž i.. The action0 0 n 1 j is1 j
of v a on ¤ affects only the jth factor f , which is mapped toj 0 nyjq1
Ýr ua¤ Ž i. . Let A be the matrix of degree r whose ab-entry is equal tois1 i nyjq1
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ua for 1 F b F r, 0 F a F r y 1; i.e., A is the usual Vandermonde matrix.b
Ž .Thus D s det A is the Vandermonde determinant, D s Ł u y u .i) j i j
y1 y1 Ž Ž ..We can write the inverse of A as A s D B, where B s h u andb a
Ž . w xh u is a polynomial in Z u , . . . , u . Under this setting, we haveb a 1 r
ry1
Žb. y1 af m ??? m f m ¤ m f m ??? m f s D h u v ? ¤ .Ž .Ýn nyjq2 nyjq1 nyj 1 b a j 0
as0
3.31Ž .
Ž .We now introduce a polynomial F X with a variable X, for 1 F c F r,c
wŽ xwith coefficients in Z u , . . . , u by1 r
F X s h u X i. 3.3.2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýc ci
0FiFry1
The following formula is easily obtained from the definition:
F u s D ? d . 3.3.3Ž . Ž .c c9 cc9
Ž .Take j G 2. By repeating the procedure for getting 3.3.1 to the action of
v a , we havejy1
f m ??? m f m ¤ Žc1. m ¤ Žc2 . m f m ??? m fn nyjq3 nyjq2 nyjq1 nyj 1
s Dy2 F v F v ? ¤ . 3.3.4Ž . Ž . Ž .c jy1 c j 01 2
Ž .Now by applying T on both sides of 3.3.4 , we have the formulaj
f m ??? m f m ¤ Žc2 . m ¤ Žc1. m f m ??? m fn nyjq3 nyjq1 nyjq2 nyj 1
¡ y2D T F v F v ? ¤ if c G c ,Ž . Ž .j c jy1 c j 0 1 21 2~s y1 y2¢ T y q y q T D F v F v ? ¤ if c - c ,Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .j e c jy1 c j 0 1 21 2
3.3.5Ž .
Žwhere T stands for the identity operator corresponding to the unite
.element e g W . We have the following lemma.
LEMMA 3.4. For j s 2, . . . , n, we ha¤e
T v s v T q Dy2 u y u q y qy1 F v F v ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ýj j jy1 j c c c jy1 c j2 1 1 2
c -c1 2
T v s v T y Dy2 u y u q y qy1 F v F v ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ýj jy1 j j c c c jy1 c j2 1 1 2
c -c1 2
T v s v T k / j y 1, j .Ž .j k k j
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In the expression of the formulas, the sum is taken o¤er all 1 F c , c F r such1 2
that c - c .1 2
Proof. It is clear that if k / j y 1, j, then T v s v T . We considerj k k j
the first and second equalities. By Lemma 3.2, the map H “ U , h ‹K K
Ž .h ¤ , is injective. Hence to prove the equality in the lemma, we have only0
Ž .to evaluate both sides at ¤ . First we compare the values v T ¤ and0 jy1 j 0
Ž .T v ¤ . They only affect the j y 1 and jth factors of ¤ s f m ??? m f .j jy1 0 0 n 1
Ž .The j y 1 and jth factor of v T ¤ is equal tojy1 j 0
u ¤ Žc2 . m ¤ Žc1.Ý c nyjq1 nyjq22
c Gc1 2
q u ¤ Žc2 . m ¤ Žc1. q q y qy1 u ¤ Žc1. m ¤ Žc2 . ,Ž .Ý Ž .c nyjq1 nyjq2 c nyjq2 nyjq12 1
c -c1 2
Ž .and the j y 1 and jth factor of T v ¤ is equal toj jy1 0
u ¤ Žc2 . m ¤ Žc1.Ý c nyjq1 nyjq21
c Gc1 2
q u ¤ Žc2 . m ¤ Žc1. q q y qy1 u ¤ Žc1. m ¤ Žc2 . .Ž .Ý Ž .c nyjq1 nyjq2 c nyjq2 nyjq11 1
c -c1 2
Ž . Ž .It follows that v T ¤ y T v ¤ coincides withjy1 j 0 j jy1 0
f m ??? m f m u y u ¤ Žc2 . m ¤ Žc1. m f m ??? m f .Ž .Ýn nyjq3 c c nyjq1 nyjq2 nyj 1½ 52 1
c , c1 2
Ž .A similar formula holds also for T and v . Now by using 3.3.5 , we havej j
v T y T v s «Dy2 u y u T F v F vŽ . Ž . Ž .Ýk j j k c c j c jy1 c j½ 2 1 1 2
c )c1 2
q u y u T y q y qy1 T F v F v , 3.4.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ý c c j e c jy1 c j 52 1 1 2
c -c1 2
Ž . Ž .for k s j y 1, j, where « s 1 resp. y1 if k s j y 1 resp. k s j . Here
we note that
v y vj jy1
s Dy2 u y u F v F v y F v F v .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 4Ý c c c jy1 c j c jy1 c j2 1 1 2 2 1
c )c1 2
3.4.2Ž .
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In fact, we replace the action of T on V mn by s . Then the argument usedj K j
Ž .to prove 3.4.1 still valid, and we get the formula, which is obtained from
Ž . Ž .3.4.1 by specializing q s 1 and remaining u unchanged . Then we havei
v s y s vk j j k
s «Dy2s u y u F v F v y F v F v .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 4Ýj c c c jy1 c j c jy1 c j2 1 1 2 2 1
c )c1 2
3.4.3Ž .
Ž .But since v s s s v , we have v s y s v s s v y v .jy1 j j j jy1 j j jy1 j j jy1
Ž . Ž .Hence 3.4.2 follows from 3.4.3 .
Ž . Ž .Now by virtue of 3.4.2 , the equality 3.4.1 can be rewritten
v T y T v s «T v y vŽ .k j j k j j jy1
y «Dy2 u y u q y qy1 F v F v .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý c c c jy1 c j2 1 1 2
c -c1 2
The equalities in the lemma follow from this.
Next we show
LEMMA 3.5. For j s 2, . . . , n, we ha¤e
S s T y Dy2 q y qy1 F v F v .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ýj j c jy1 c j1 2
c -c1 2
Proof. It is easily checked that for j s 2, . . . , n, we have
S f m ??? m f s s f m ??? m f . 3.5.1Ž . Ž . Ž .j n 1 j n 1
Ž .Then 3.3.5 implies that
S s Dy2 T F v F vŽ . Ž .Ýj j c jy1 c j1 2
c Gc1 2
q Dy2 T y q y qy1 T F v F v . 3.5.2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ý j e c jy1 c j1 2
c -c1 2
As in the proof of Lemma 3.4, we replace T by s . Then S is changed toj j j
s . By specializing q s 1 in the above formula, we havej
1 s Dy2 F v F v . 3.5.3Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý c jy1 c j1 2
c , c1 2
Ž . Ž .Substituting 3.5.3 into 3.5.2 , we obtain the required formula.
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w y1 y1 x Ž .3.6. Let R s Z q, q , u , . . . , u , D be the Z- subalgebra of K1 1 r
generated by R and Dy1. We define an algebra H h over R as an1
associative algebra generated by a , . . . , a and j , . . . , j subject to the2 n 1 n
following relations:
a y q a q qy1 s 0 2 F i F n , 3.6.1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .i i
j y u ??? j y u s 0 1 F i F n , 3.6.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i 1 i r
a a a s a a a 2 F i F n , 3.6.3Ž . Ž .i iq1 i iq1 i iq1
< <a a s a a i y j G 2 , 3.6.4Ž .Ž .i j j i
j j s j j 1 F i , j F n , 3.6.5Ž . Ž .i j j i
a j s j a q Dy2 u y u q y qy1 F j F j ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýj j jy1 j c c c jy1 c j2 1 1 2
c -c1 2
3.6.6Ž .
a j s j a y Dy2 u y u q y qy1 F j F j , 3.6.7Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýj jy1 j j c c c jy1 c j2 1 1 2
c -c1 2
a j s j a k / j y 1, j . 3.6.8Ž . Ž .j k k j
Then we have the following theorem.
h h < <THEOREM 3.7. H is a free R -module with rank H s W . Moreo¤er,1
K m H h is isomorphic to H , and H is isomorphic to a subalgebra of H h.R K R1 1
Proof. For a reduced expression s s s ??? s g S , the product ai i n i1 k 1
Ž??? a is independent of the choice of the reduced expression this followsi k
Ž . Ž . Ž ..from 3.6.1 , 3.6.3 , and 3.6.4 , which we denote by a . It follows froms
Ž . Ž . h3.6.6 ] 3.6.8 that we see H is generated over R by the elements of the1
form j c1 ??? j cn a , with s g S and with integers c such that 0 F c F1 n s n k k
r y 1.
We want to show that these elements are actually linearly independent
over R . Let us consider the tensor space V mn. We note that the corre-1 R1
spondence a ‹ T , j ‹ v gives rise to a representation of H h on V mn.i i j j R1
In fact, v acts diagonally on the basis elements on V mn with eigenvaluesj R1
 4u , . . . , u . Hence they satisfy the relations obtained by replacing j by v1 r j j
Ž . Ž . Ž .in 3.6.2 . By Lemma 3.4, the relations corresponding to 3.6.6 ] 3.6.8 are
also satisfied. Other relations are trivial. Now let u be the thus obtainedh mn Ž .representation of H on V . Since v g t H by Corollary 2.5, we haveR j K1
Ž h. Ž .  c1 cn 4u H ; t H . By Proposition 2.7, the elements v ??? v T are lin-K K 1 n s
early independent over K, and so are linearly independent over R . This1
 c1 cn 4implies that j ??? j a are also linearly independent over R as1 n s 1
asserted.
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The above proof also shows that the representation u is faithful. Now
Ž . < <we have dim t H s W , and t is faithful. It follows thatK K n, r
H h , u H h s t H , H .Ž .ž /K K K K
Ž h.Next we note, by Lemma 3.5, that S belongs to u H . It follows that Tj 1
Ž h. Ž . Ž h.is contained in u H , and we have t H ; u H . Since t and u areR1
faithful, this implies the last statement. The theorem is now proved.
Remark 3.8. Theorem 3.7 asserts that there exist embeddings H ¤ H h
¤ H . A priori, these embeddings depend on the choice of the representa-K
tion t , i.e., on the space V s [V . However, the embeddings are indepen-i
Ž .dent of the choice of t . In fact, we define an element L g t H byi
 c1L s T and by L s T L T inductively for i s 2, . . . , n. Then L ???1 1 i i iy1 i 1
cn 4 Ž . w xL T gives rise to an R-basis of t H by AK . Now by Lemmas 3.4 andn s
3.5, each Lc1 ??? LcnT can be written as a linear combination of elements1 n s
 c1 cn 4in v ??? v T , with coefficients independent of the choice of t . It1 n s
follows that each v is also expressed as a linear combination of elementsj
 c1 cn 4in L ??? L T , with coefficients independent of t . This shows that the1 n s
embeddings do not depend on the choice of t .
By making use of Theorem 3.7, we have the following refinement of
Lemma 3.2.
COROLLARY 3.9. Let U s R m U. Then we ha¤e U s H h¤ . InR 1 R R 01 1
particular, U is isomorphic to H h as left H h-modules.R1
Proof. It is clear that H h¤ is contained in U . On the other hand, the0 R1
arguments in 3.3 imply that ¤ Žc1. m ??? m ¤ Žcn. can be written asn 1
¤ Žc1. m ??? m ¤ Žcn. s DynF v F v ??? F v ? ¤ .Ž . Ž . Ž .n 1 c 1 c 2 c n 01 2 n
This implies that U ; H h¤ , and so we get the required equality,R 01
U s H h¤ . Now the map H h “ U , h ‹ h¤ is surjective. Since it isR 0 R 01 1 hinjective by Lemma 3.2, it gives an isomorphism H , U .R1
3.10. We consider an example of H h in the case where n s r s 2.
Hence H h is generated by a and j , j . In this case, D s u y u , and we2 1 2 2 1
Ž . Ž .have F X s u y X, F X s yu q X. Then the commutation for-1 2 2 1
mula is given explicitly as
a j s j a y Dy1 q y qy1 j y u j y u ,Ž . Ž .Ž .2 2 1 2 1 2 2 1
a j s j a q Dy1 q y qy1 j y u j y u .Ž . Ž .Ž .2 1 2 2 1 2 2 1
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y2 Ž y1 . ŽPut C s D q y q . The operator S or rather the corresponding2h.element in H can be computed by Lemma 3.5:
S s a q C j y u j y u .Ž . Ž .2 2 1 2 2 1
Now H is the Hecke algebra of type B , and its basis elements areK 2
 41, a , a a , a a a and those multiplied by a to them from the right.1 2 1 1 2 1 2
They are expressed as a linear combination of elements of the form
j c1j c2 a as follows:1 2 s
a s j q Cu j y u j y u a ,Ž . Ž .1 1 1 2 2 1 1 2
a a s j a q Cu j y u j y u ,Ž . Ž .2 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 2
a a a s j j a q Cu u j y u j y u q j y u j y u a2 . 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 2
Other basis elements are easily obtained from them. It seems interesting
to find an explicit description of j , . . . , j in terms of a , a , . . . , a .1 n 1 2 n
4. IRREDUCIBLE REPRESENTATIONS OF HK
w x4.1. In AK , Ariki and Koike constructed an irreducible representation
of H corresponding to l g P on the space spanned by the standardK n, r
Žtableaux of shape l . For the definition of the standard tableau of shape
.l , see the next section. In this section we shall give an alternate construc-
tion of irreducible representations of H , which is more like the standardK
construction of irreducible representations of W in terms of induced
representations from certain subgroups.
Ž Ž1. Ž r .. < Ž i. < i4.2. For l s l , . . . , l g P , we set l s n , and p s Ý n .n, r i i ks1 k
Let S Ž i. be the subgroup of S generated by s such that p q 1 - j Fn n j iy1
Ž i. Ž .p . Then S , S , and we define a parabolic subgroup S l of S byi n n n ni
S l s S Ž1. = S Ž2. = ??? = S Ž r . .Ž .n n n n
Ž .Let W l be the subgroup of W obtained as the semidirect product of
Ž . Ž .n Ž .S l with ZrrZ . Then W l can be written asn
W l s W Ž1. = W Ž2. = ??? = W Ž r . ,Ž .
where W Ž i. is the subgroup of W generated by S Ž i. and t such thatn j
p - j F p . We have W Ž i. , W .iy1 i n , ri
Let H be the Hecke algebra over R associated to S as given in 2.6.n n
We denote by H Ž i. the subalgebra of H generated by a with p q 1 - jn n j iy1
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F p . Thus H Ž i. is isomorphic to the Hecke algebra H . One can define ai n ni
Ž . Ž .parabolic subalgebra H l of H byn n
H l s H Ž1. m H Ž2. m ??? m H Ž r . .Ž .n n n n
Ž . hWe define an R -algebra H l as the subalgebra of H generated by1
Ž . Ž .H l and j , . . . , j . Then it follows from 3.6 that H l can be written asn 1 n
H l s H Ž1. m H Ž2. m ??? m H Ž r . ,Ž .
where H Ž i. is the subalgebra of H h generated by H Ž i. and j such thatn j
Ž i. Ž . hp - j F p . We note that H , H .iy1 i n , ri
Set H Ž i. s K m H Ž i.. We denote by Z Ž i. an irreducible H Ž i. -modulen, K n l n, K
corresponding to a partition lŽ i. of n under the identification H Ž i. , H .i n n i
Then Z Ž i. can be extended to an irreducible H Ž i.-module, where j g H Ž i.l K j K
acts on Z Ž i. as the scalar multiplication by u . To see this, it is enough tol i
Ž . Ž .show that the relations 3.6.1 ] 3.6.8 hold once the j are replaced by thej
scalar multiplication u , for p - j F p . The relations are trivial excepti iy1 i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .the case 3.6.6 or 3.6.7 . Since F u F u s 0 for c / c by 3.3.3 , thec i c i 1 21 2
Ž .right hand side of 3.6.6 is equal to u a when j and j are replaced byi j j jy1
Ž . Ž .u . This shows that 3.6.6 also holds. The verification of 3.6.7 is similar.i
Ž . 0We can now define an H l -module Z asK l
Z 0 s Z Ž1. m Z Ž2. m ??? m Z Ž r . . 4.2.1Ž .l l l l
We obtain an induced module H m Z 0. Then we have the followingK H Žl . lK
theorem.
THEOREM 4.3. For each l g P , H m Z 0 is isomorphic to then, r K H Žl . lK
irreducible H -module Z .K l
Proof. We shall construct H m Z 0 as an H -submodule of V mn.K H Žl . l K KK
Ž . mniBy the Schur]Weyl reciprocity between H and U gl on V ,n , K q m i, Ki i
H Ž i. -module Z Ž i. can be realized as the subspace H ¤ Ž i. of V mni, wheren, K l n , K l i, Ki
Ž .Ž i.¤ is a highest weight vector for an irreducible U gl -module corre-l q m iŽ i. Ž . 0 mnsponding to l . Then H l -module Z can be realized inside of V ,n K l K
0 Ž .and it is written as Z s H l ¤ , wherel n K l
¤ s ¤ Ž1. m ¤ Ž2. m ??? m ¤ Ž r . g Z 0l l l l l
mn Ž .is a highest weight vector in V for an irreducible U g -module corre-K q
sponding to l g L . Now the action of j on V mn is given by v .m , . . . , m j j1 r
Then it is easy to see that v acts on Z 0 as a scalar multiplication by uj l i
0 Ž .for p - j F p . Hence Z can be extended to an H l -module whichiy1 i l K
ˆŽ .coincides with the one given in 4.2.1 . Let Z be the H -submodule ofl K
mn 0 ˆ ˆV generated by Z . Then Z can be expressed as Z s H ¤ , and byK l l l K l
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ˆŽ .the Schur]Weyl reciprocity Theorem 2.4 , Z is isomorphic to Z . On thel l
other hand, by using the defining relations in 3.6 for H h, we see that H isK
ˆŽ .  Ž .4a free right H l -module with basis a ‹ w g S rS l . But dim ZK w n n K l
s dim Z is equal to the dimension of the irreducible W-module corre-K l
sponding to l , which is given by
r
0S rS l dim Z s S rS l dim Z .Ž . Ž .Łn n K lŽ i. n n K l
is1
0ˆThis implies that Z , H m Z , and the theorem follows.l K H Žl . lK
5. ORTHOGONAL PRIMITIVE IDEMPOTENTS
w x5.1. In G , Gyoja constructed a partition of unity, i.e., a complete
system of orthogonal primitive idempotents in H which is specialized ton, K
a partition of unity in CS . In this section, we generalize his result to then
case of H .K
A multipartition l may be regarded as an r-tuple of Young diagrams.
Ž Ž1. Ž r ..An r-tuple S s S , . . . , S of tableaux is called a standard tableau of
Ž .shape l if each j 1 F j F n occurs exactly once as an entry in one
tableau in S, and each S Ž i. is a standard tableau of shape lŽ i.. For a
Ž .l g P , we define an r-tuple of standard tableau S s S l as follows:n, r q q
we insert the numbers 1, 2, . . . , n in the r-tuple of Young diagrams l by
the following rule. First, insert the numbers 1, 2, . . . , n in the Young1
diagram of lŽ1. in order along the consecutive rows in lŽ1., from left to
right, and from top to bottom, and then insert the numbers n q 1, . . . , n1 1
q n in the Young diagram of lŽ2. in the same way, and so on, until the2
Ž r . Ž .last partition l . Thus S is defined. Next we define S s S l in aq y y
similar way as S , but by using columns instead of rows in the Youngq
diagrams lŽ1., . . . , lŽ r ..
Ž Ž1. Ž r .. Ž i. Ž Ž i. Ž i. .We write S s S , . . . , S . Let l s l , l , . . . be a partition of" " " 1 2
n . Then S Ž i. determines an embedding of S Ž i. = S Ž i. = ??? into S Ž i.,1 q l l n1 2
which is the row stabilizer of S Ž i. in S Ž i.. We denote by S Ž i. the thusq n n, q
Ž . Ž i. Ž i.obtained parabolic subgroup of S . Similarly, we denote by S then n, y
parabolic subgroup of S Ž i. obtained as the column stabilizer of S Ž i.. Wen y
set
S s S Ž1. = S Ž2. = ??? = S Ž r . . 5.1.1Ž .n , " n , " n , " n , "
Then S are parabolic subgroups of S . We now define subgroupsn, " n
Ž . Ž .nW s W l of W by W s S h ZrrZ . Then W can be written as" " " n, " "
W s W Ž1. = W Ž2. = ??? = W Ž r . , 5.1.2Ž ." " " "
Ž i. Ž i. Ž .ni Ž i.where W , S h ZrrZ is a subgroup of W generated by S" n, " n, "
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and t with p - j F p .j iy1 i
Next we consider the Hecke algebra version of these subgroups. Let
H be the parabolic subalgebra of H which is specialized to S byn, " n n, "
w . Then H can be written as0 n, "
H s H Ž1. m H Ž2. m ??? m H Ž r . , 5.1.3Ž .n , " n , " n , " n , "
where H Ž i. is the subalgebra of H which is specialized to S Ž i.. We nown, " n, " "
define an R -algebra H as the subalgebra of H h generated by H and1 " n, "
j , . . . , j . Then it follows from 3.6 that H can be written as1 n "
H s H Ž1.m H Ž2.m ??? m H Ž r ., 5.1.4Ž ." " " "
where H Ž i. is the subalgebra of H h generated by H Ž i. and j with" n, " j
p - j F p.iy1
5.2. In the construction of irreducible representations of H given inK
Ž Ž1. Ž r ..Section 4, we consider the special case where l s l , . . . , l is such
Ž i. Ž . Ž j.that l is a partition n of n, and other l are empty partitions. Then
Ž . h 0H l s H , and so Z s Z gives the irreducible representation of H . Itl l K
follows that Z is a one dimensional representation of H , whose charac-l K
ter will be denoted by u Ž i.. Then we haveq
u Ž i. a s q 2 F j F n ,Ž . Ž .q j
5.2.1Ž .
Ž i.u j s u 1 F j F n .Ž .Ž .q j i
Ž i. Ž n.Next we consider the case where l is such that l is a partition 1 of
Ž j. Ž . hn, and other l are empty partitions. Then again H l s H , and
Z s Z 0 is a one dimensional representation, whose character will bel l
denoted by c Ž i.. Then we haveq
c Ž i. a s yqy1 2 F j F n ,Ž . Ž .q j
5.2.2Ž .
Ž i.c j s u 1 F j F n .Ž .Ž .q j i
The characters u Ž i. and c Ž i. are realized over R.q q
Ž i. Ž Ž i..We denote by u resp. c the linear character of W obtained from1 1
Ž i. Ž Ž i.. Ž r .u resp. c by the specialization w : R “ C. Note that u coincidesq q 0 1
Ž1.with the identity character, and c coincides with the character det ,1 V
Ž .which associates to w g W the determinant det w on V.V
Remark 5.3. The characters u Ž i. and c Ž i. are also expressed by usingq q
 4 Ž i.Ž . Ž i.Ž .the standard generators a , . . . , a . We have u a s c a s u . In1 n q 1 q 1 i
Ž .fact, by 3.3.3 , the formula in Lemma 3.5 shows that S coincides with Tj j
once v and v are replaced by a scalar multiplication u . This implies,jy1 j i
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Ž . Ž i. Ž i.by 2.2.1 , that T acts as v on the representation space of u or c1 1 q q
inside of V mn. The assertion follows from this.K
5.4. Let U be as in 3.1. For i s 1, . . . , r, we define elements ¤ Ž i. andq
¤ Ž i. in U byy
¤ Ž i. s qlŽs .T ¤ Ž i. m ??? m ¤ Ž i. ,Ž .Ýq s n 1
sgS n
5.4.1Ž .
Ž .yl sŽ i. Ž i. Ž i.¤ s yq T ¤ m ??? m ¤ ,Ž . Ž .Ýy s n 1
sgS n
Ž . Ž i. Ž Ž i..where l s denotes the length of s g S . Then ¤ resp. ¤ is an q y
Ž i. Ž Ž i.. hnon-zero vector affording the linear character u resp. c of H ,q q
respectively. In fact, by the specialization w , ¤ Ž i. is mapped to an element0 q
Ž i. Ž i. mn Ž i.Ž .Ý s ¤ m ??? m ¤ in V which is clearly non-zero. Hence ¤ iss g S n 1 qn
also non-zero. Similarly ¤ Ž i. is non-zero. Now puty
Ž .yl slŽs .a s q a a s yq a .Ž .Ý Ýq s y s
sgS sgSn n
Then it can be checked that a a s qa and a a s yqy1a for j sj q q j y y
2, . . . , n. Hence we have T ¤ Ž i. s q¤ Ž i. and T ¤ Ž i. s yqy1 ¤ Ž i.. On the otherj q q j q y
hand, since ¤ Ž i. is contained in V mn, we have v ¤ Ž i. s u ¤ Ž i.. Similarly, weq i j q i q
Ž i. Ž i. Ž i. Ž Ž i.. hhave v ¤ s u ¤ . It follows that ¤ resp. ¤ generates an H -modulej y i y q y
Ž i. Ž Ž i..affording the character u resp. c .q q
Ž i.By the specialization w , we have elements ¤ g U, which are given as0 "
Ž i. Ž i. Ž i.¤ s s ¤ m ??? m ¤ ,Ž .Ýq n 1
sgS n
5.4.2Ž .
Ž .l sŽ i. Ž i. Ž i.¤ s y1 s ¤ m ??? m ¤ .Ž . Ž .Ýy n 1
sgS n
Ž .n Ž i. Ž i.Let « be the character of ZrrZ which is the restriction of u or ci 1 1
Ž Ž . i .on W i.e., the character such that « t s z for j s 1, . . . , n . Theni j
Ž i. Ž i. mn¤ m ??? m ¤ is the image of ¤ under the projection from V to then 1 0
Ž i. Ž i.isotopic subspace for « . It follows that one can write ¤ s e ¤ , wherei " " 0
Ž i.e are idempotents in CW, up to non-zero scalar, affording the character"
u Ž i. or c Ž i., which are given as follows:1 1
Ž i. yn Ž i. y1e s r u w w ,Ž .Ýq 1
wgW
5.4.3Ž .
Ž i. yn Ž i. y1e s r c w w.Ž .Ýy 1
wgW
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We now return to the case of H h. Since ¤ Ž i. g U , it follows from" R1
Corollary 3.9 that there exist eŽ i. g H h such that ¤ Ž i. s eŽ i.¤ . Then H heŽ i." " " 0 q
Ž h Ž i.. h Ž i. Žresp. H e is an H -module affording the linear character u resp.y q
Ž i.. Ž Ž i..2 Ž i. Ž i. Ž i.c . In particular, we have e s g e for some g g R . We noteq " " " " 1
that g Ž i. / 0. In fact, by the specialization w : R “ C, eŽ i. are mapped to" 0 1 "
Ž i.the elements e in CW, which are idempotents up to scalar from the"
Ž i. Ž Ž i..y1 Ž i.previous remark. Hence g is non-zero, and g e give rise to" " "
idempotents in H h.
Since eŽ i. are idempotents up to scalar, eŽ i.H h turn out to be right" "
H h-modules affording the character u Ž i. or c Ž i.. In particular, for eachq q
w g W, we have
a eŽ i. s eŽ i.a s u Ž i. a eŽ i. ,Ž .w q q w q w q
5.4.4Ž .
Ž i. Ž i. Ž i. Ž i.a e s e a s c a e .Ž .w y y w q w y
5.5. Now the linear characters u Ž i., c Ž i. on H h give rise to linearq q n , ri
characters on H Ž i. under the isomorphism H h , H Ž i.. We denote againn , ri
by u Ž i. or c Ž i. their restriction to H Ž i.. Let us define a linear character uq q " q
Ž . Ž .resp. c on H resp. H byq q y
u s u Ž1. m u Ž2. m ??? m u Ž r . ,q q q q
5.5.1Ž .
Ž1. Ž2. Ž r .c s c m c m ??? m c .q q q q
Ž i. Ž .Fixing i for the moment, we write l s l s l , l , . . . . According to the1 2
decomposition W Ž i. , W = W = ??? , H Ž i. is decomposed asq l , r l , r q1 2
H Ž i. , H h m H h m ??? . 5.5.2Ž .q l , r l , r1 2
Then the linear character u Ž i. on H Ž i. is decomposed as u Ž i. s u Ž i. m u Ž i.q q q q, 1 q, 2
m ??? , where u Ž i. is nothing but u Ž i. on H h as given in 5.2. Let eŽ i. beq, j q l , r q, jj
Ž . h Ž i.the idempotent up to scalar in H corresponding to u as given in 5.4.l , r q, jj
Ž . Ž i. Ž i.Then under the isomorphism 5.5.2 , e m e m ??? gives rise to anq, 1 q, 2
Ž . Ž i. Ž i.idempotent up to scalar in H corresponding to u , which will beq q
denoted by eŽ i.. In a similar way, according to the decompositionq
H Ž i., H hU m H hU m ??? ,y l , r l , r1 2
Ž U U . Ž i.where l* s l , l , . . . is the dual partition of l, c is decomposed as1 2 q
Ž i. Ž i. Ž i. Ž . Ž i.c s c m c m ??? , and we define an idempotent up to scalar eq q, 1 q, 2 y
corresponding to c Ž i. as eŽ i. s eŽ i. m eŽ i. m ??? .q y y, 1 y, 2
We now define elements e in H s H Ž1.m ??? m H Ž r . by" " " "
e s eŽ1. m eŽ2. m ??? m eŽ r . . 5.5.3Ž ." " " "
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Ž .2 y1Then e s g e with non-zero elements g g R . Hence g e are" " " " 1 " "
idempotents in H affording the linear character u or c . Moreover, if we" q q
define e g CW by" "
Ž1. Ž2. Ž r .e s e m e m ??? m e ," " " "
Ž i. Ž i. Ž i.where e are idempotents in CW affording linear characters u or" 1
Ž i. Ž .c , then e are idempotents up to scalar affording the linear characters1 "
u or c of W . Under the specialization w , e are mapped to e g CW .1 1 " 0 " " "
ŽThe linear characters u , c are defined in a similar way as in the case1 1
.H ."
We note that H he , H h m u , and H he , H h m c . In fact thisq H q y H qq y
follows, by the specialization w , from the corresponding facts for CW.0
Ž .See the proof of Theorem 4.3. We have the following lemma.
LEMMA 5.6. Let e be as in 5.5. Then"
dim Hom H e , H e s 1.Ž .K H K " K .K
Ž . Ž .Proof. For partitions l s l , l , . . . and m s m , m , . . . of n, we1 2 1 2
define a partial order l G m by the condition that Ýi l G Ýi m forks1 k ks1 k
Ž Ž1. Ž r .. Ž Ž1. Ž r ..i s 1, 2, . . . . Then for l s l , . . . , l , m s m , . . . , m g P , wen, r
< Ž i. < < Ž i. <define a partial order l G m by the condition that l s m and that
lŽ i. G mŽ i. for each 1 F i F r. In order to prove the lemma, it is enough to
show the following statement.
Ž . Ž5.6.1 If an irreducible representation Z occurs in H e resp.m k q
. Ž .H e , then m G l resp. m F l . Moreover, the multiplicity of Z inK y l
H e is equal to one.K "
˜Ž i.Ž .We show 5.6.1 . First consider the q case. Let u be the linearq
character of H Ž i. obtained by restricting u Ž i. from H Ž i. to H Ž i. . Thenn, q q q n, q
Ž i. Ž i. Ž i. Ž i. ˜Ž i.Ž i. Ž i.H m u is isomorphic to the H -module H m u , extendedK H q n, K n, K H qq, K n, q, K
to the H Ž i.-module by defining the action of j Ž i. g H by the scalarK j
multiplication u . In fact, this is easily checked by realizing the correspond-i
ing representation of H inside of V mni as in the proof of Theorem 4.3.n , Ki
Let m be a partition of n . Now it is well known that an irreduciblei
Ž i. Ž i. ˜Ž i. Ž i.Ž i. Ž i.H -module Z occurs in H m u only when m G l , and Zn, K m n, K H q ln , q, K
Ž .occurs exactly once. The assertion 5.6.1 follows from this by virtue of
Theorem 4.3.
The y case is dealt with similarly, by using the fact that Z occurs inm
Ž i. ˜Ž i. Ž i. ŽŽ i. Ž i.H m c only when m F l and Z occurs exactly once. Heren, K H q ln, y, K˜Ž i. Ž i. Ž i. Ž i. .c is the character of H obtained as the restriction of c to H .q n, y q n, y
Ž .Thus 5.6.1 is proved, and the lemma follows.
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5.7. Let us take non-zero intertwining operators
f g Hom H e , H e .Ž ." H K . K "K
Then by Lemma 5.6, f is unique up to scalar, and the image of f is" "
isomorphic to the irreducible H -module Z . We determine the operatorK l
Ž .y1f explicitly. Since g e are idempotents affording the characters uq " " q
or c of H , one can writeq ", K
f e s gy1gy1e f e e .Ž . Ž .q y q y y q y q
Let X be a complete set of representatives in W for the double cosets
W _ WrW . Then we havey q
Ž .  45.7.1 The set e a e g H ‹ w g X, e a e / 0 gives a basis ofy w q K y w q
the space e H e .y K q
In fact, by using the defining relations in 3.6, one can check that
Ž .a g H a H for w g W , w g W . Hence by 5.4.4 , e H e isw w w y w q 1 y 2 q y K q1 2
 4 hgenerated by e a e ‹ w g X . Note that by the specialization w , e H ey w q 0 y q
 4is mapped to e CWe , whose basis is given by e we ‹ w g X, e we / 0 .y q y q y q
 4 Ž .In particular, e a e / 0 are linearly independent over R . 5.7.1 fol-y w q 1
lows from this.
We have W _ WrW , S _ S rS , and S are parabolicy q n, y n n, q n, "
subgroups in S . Hence we can choose X as the subset of S consistingn n
of distinguished representatives for the double cosets S _ S rS ;n, y n n, q
i.e., we fix X as the set of s g S such that s is a minimal lengthn
Ž .element in the double coset S s S . Thus f e g e H e can ben, y n, q q y y K q
written as
f e s c e a eŽ . Ýq y s y s q
sgX
with c g K.s
Ž .For standard tableaux S and S of shape l , we denote by s S , S1 2 1 2
the element in S which maps each entry in S to the correspondingn 2
Ž .entry in S . Put s s s S , S . We note that s g X. In fact, since1 0 y q 0
Ž .s g S l , we are reduced to the case where r s 1, and the claim is0 n
Ž w x.easily checked in this case cf. G, 2 . We have the following lemma.
LEMMA 5.8. Assume that s g X. Then e a e s 0 except the case wherey s q
Ž .s s s . In particular, f e coincides with e a e up to a non-zero scalar0 q y y s q0
in K.
Proof. First we note that the following formula holds in H . The proofK
Ž . Ž .is straightforward from 3.6.6 and 3.6.7 .
j a e s a j e q c a e , 5.8.1Ž .Ýk s q s k 9 q s 9 s 9 q
s 9-s
y1Ž .for 1 F k F n, s g S , where k9 s s k and c g K.n s 9
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Ž .Next we show that e a e s 0 unless s g S l l X. Assume thaty s q n
Ž . Žc1. Žc2 .s f S l . Then there exists t g W and t g W with c / c suchn j k 1 2
y1 Ž .that s t s s t . In view of 5.8.1 , e j a e can be written asj k y k s q
e j a e s e a j e q c e a e .Ýy k s q y s j q s 9 y s 9 q
s 9-s
Ž .In this equation, we may assume that s 9 g X. It follows, by 5.4.4 , that we
have
u y u e a e s c e a e .Ž . Ýc c y s q s 9 y s 9 q2 1
s 9-s
Ž .But this implies e a e s 0, in view of 5.7.1 .y s q
Ž .We now assume that s g S l l X. Then the assertion of the lemman
is easily reduced to the case where r s 1, i.e., the case of the Hecke
algebra H of type A . But this is exactly the case discussed by Gyoja;n ny1
w xi.e., he proved in G, pp. 845]846 the corresponding fact for H . Hencen
our assertion follows from his result. Thus the lemma is proved.
5.9. Let S be a standard tableau of shape l . For each S, we shall
construct an idempotent in H affording the irreducible representationK
w x Ž . Ž .Z , following the strategy employed in G . We set s S s s S, S ,l " "
Ž . Ž .and denote by a S the elements a for s s s S . Since" s "
Ž .y1 Ž . Ž .y1 Ž .s S s S s s , the element a S a S coincides with a mod-y q 0 y q s 0
Ž y1 . Ž .y1 Ž .ulo q y q H . Hence by Lemma 5.8, we see that e a S a S eK y y q q
coincides with e a e up to a non-zero scalar. By taking f appropri-y s q q0
ately according to S, we may assume that
y1f e s e a S a S e . 5.9.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .q y y y q q
A similar argument also works for f , and we havey
y1f e s e a S a S e . 5.9.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .y q q q y y
Ž .Now by Schur’s lemma, applied for f H e , Z , one can writeq K y l
f f f e s cf eŽ . Ž .q y q y q y
Ž . Ž . Ž .with some c s c S g K. Then by 5.9.1 and 5.9.2 , we have
e ay1a e ay1a e ay1a e s ce ay1a e ,y y q q q y y y q q y y q q
Ž . Ž . y1 y1where a s a S . If we set e S s a e a a e a , the above formula" " y y y q q q
implies that
2e S s c ? e S . 5.9.3Ž . Ž . Ž .
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We claim that
Ž .  45.9.4 c is a non-zero element in K which is mapped to c g C y 0
via the specialization w .0
Ž .Let e g CW be as in 5.5. By the specialization w , the element e S is" 0
y1 y1Ž .mapped to an element e S s s e s s e s g CW, where s sy y y q q q "
2Ž . Ž . Ž .s S, S . We have the equality e S s ce S with c g C. Hence in order"
Ž .to show the claim, it is enough to see that e S is an idempotent up to a
non-zero scalar. Here we show a more general fact. The following lemma
Ž .implies the claim 5.9.4 .
Ž .LEMMA 5.10. The element e S is an idempotent in CW up to a non-zero
scalar. Moreo¤er, if S and S9 are standard tableaux of shape l such that
Ž . Ž .S / S9, then we ha¤e e S e S9 s 0.
Proof. The first assertion is easily reduced to the case where r s 1, i.e.,
to the case where W s W Ž i. and S s S Ž i. is a standard tableau of shape l" "
Ž i.Ž . Ž .l is a partition of n . Hence e s e are idempotents up to scalar" "
affording the linear character u Ž i. or c Ž i. of W . Then s W sy1 , S1 1 " q q q n, l
Ž .n y1 Ž .n Ž .h ZrrZ and s W s , S h ZrrZ , where S resp. Sy y y n, l* n, l n, l*
Ž . Ž i. Ž i.is the row stabilizer resp. the column stabilizer of S in S . Let u ben S
the linear character of s W sy1 obtained from u Ž i. by the conjugationq q q 1
by s , and similarly the linear character c Ž i. of s W sy1 is defined.q S y y y
Ž i. y1 y1Then s e s are the idempotents in s CW s affording the linear" " " " " "
Ž i. Ž i. Ž . Ž .character u or c up to scalar . Then, as in 5.4.3 , we haveS S
y1 yn Ž i.s e s s r u w w.Ž .Ýq q q S
y1wgs W sq q q
Ž .n Ž i. Ž i.Let « be the linear character of ZrrZ obtained from u or c asi 1 1
before. If we put
yne S s s , e s r « w w ,Ž . Ž .Ý Ýq 0 i
nsgS Ž .wg ZrrZn , l
y1 Ž . Ž .we have s e s s e e S s e S e . A similar argument shows thatq q q 0 q q 0
y1 lŽs .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .s e s s e e S s e S e , where e S s Ý y1 s . Thisy y y 0 y y 0 y s g S n, l*
implies that
e S s e e S ? e e S s e e S e S , 5.10.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 y 0 q 0 y q
2 Ž . Ž . Ž .since e s e and e commutes with e S . Here we note that e S e S0 0 0 " y q
is the Young symmetrizer in S associated to the standard tableau S, andn
so is the idempotent up to scalar. Thus the first assertion of Lemma 5.10
follows.
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For the second assertion, it is enough to show that
y1e s S s S9 e s 0. 5.10.2Ž . Ž . Ž .q q y y
But a similar statement as in Lemma 5.8 holds by replacing e with e ,q y
Ž .and s with s S , S . Hence, by the specialization w , we see that0 q y 0
y1Ž . Ž . Ž .e s e s 0 unless s g S s S , S S . Since s S s S9 fq y n, q q y n, y q y
Ž . Ž .S s S , S S , we obtain 5.10.2 .n, q q y n, y
Ž . Ž .y1 Ž .5.11. By 5.9.4 and by Lemma 5.10, c S e S is an idempotent in
y1Ž . Ž .H , which is specialized by w to an idempotent c S e S in CW. WeK 0
Ž .note that e S is an idempotent affording the irreducible representation
Z since H a e ay1 , H e as H -modules. In particular, we havel K " " " K " K
Ž . Ž .e S e S9 s 0 if S and S9 have different shape. By the specialization w , a0
Ž .similar formula holds also for e S . Hence, by combining with Lemma
5.10, we have
Ž .  Ž .45.11.1 The set c S gives a complete set of mutually orthogonal
primitive idempotents in CW, where S runs over all the standard tableaux
of any shape in P .n, r
Ž .Returning to the setting for H , we consider the idempotents e S andK
Ž .e S9 in the case where S and S9 are standard tableaux of the same shape.
w xThe following lemma is a generalization of Lemma 2.3.1 in G .
LEMMA 5.12. Let S, S9 be standard tableaux of shape l such that
Ž . X Ž Ž . X . Ž .S / S9. Put s S s s s resp. s S9 s s s , where s resp. s isy 1 1 y 2 2 1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..the minimal length element in the coset s S S l resp. s S9 S l ,y n y n
X X Ž . Ž . Ž .and s , s g S l . Assume that l s F l s if s / s , and assume1 2 n 1 2 1 2
Ž X. Ž X . Ž . Ž .that l s G l s if s s s . Then we ha¤e e S e S9 s 0.1 2 1 2
Proof. As discussed in 5.10, it is enough to show that
y1e a S a S9 e s 0. 5.12.1Ž . Ž . Ž .q q y y
Ž Ž1. Ž r ..Let S s S , . . . , S . Then it is easy to see that s is written as1
??? p q 1 p q 2 ??? p ???iy1 iy1 i
s s , 5.12.2Ž .Ž i. Ž i. Ž i.1 ??? k k ??? k ???ž /1 2 ni
where k Ž i. - k Ž i. - ??? - k Ž i. are the letters occurring in the entries of the1 2 ni
tableau S Ž i.. This implies that s is also the minimal length element in the1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Y Ycoset s S S l , and so one can write s S s s s with s gq n q 1 1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .Y XS l . Hence we have a S s a a , and a S9 s a a . We noten q s s y s s1 1 2 2
Ž . Xthat, by virtue of 5.12.2 , there exist standard tableaux S , S such that0 0
Y Ž . X Ž . X Ž X .s s s S , s s s S and that s s s S .1 q 0 1 y 0 2 y 0
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Ž . Ž . First we assume that l s F l s with s / s . Let Y s ss g S ‹1 2 1 2 2 n
y14 y1s F s . Then it is easy to see that a a can be written as1 s s1 2
ay1a s c a c g K . 5.12.3Ž .Ž .Ýs s y y y1 2
ygY
Ž . Ž .We note that y f S l . In fact, if y s ss g S l , then s gn 2 n 2
y1 Ž . Ž y1 . Ž . Ž y1 .s S l . It follows that l s G l s , and by our assumption, l sn 2
Ž . y1 y1 Ž .G l s . Combined with s F s , we have s s s . But then s S l1 1 1 1 n
Ž .s s S l and this contradicts the assumption that s / s .2 n 1 2
Ž .Now it follows from 5.12.3 that we can write
y1e a S a S9 e s c e a e c g K ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýq q y y s q s y s
s
Ž .where s g S y S l . A similar argument as in the proof of Lemman n
5.8 shows that e a e s 0 unless s g S sy1 S , where sy1 sq s y n, q 0 n, y 0
Ž . y1 Ž . Ž .s S , S . Since s g S l , we get 5.12.1 .q y 0 n
Ž X. Ž X .Next assume that l s G l s with s s s . Then we have1 2 1 2
y1 y1 Xy1
Y Xa S a S9 s a a s a S a S ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .q y s s q 0 y 01 2
X wwith S / S . This is essentially the same situation as discussed in G,0 0
xLemma 2.3.1 , and the argument there works well for our case. For the
sake of completeness, we give the proof below. For any standard tableau S
Ž . Ž .such that s S g S l , we haveq n
l s S q l s S s l sy1 .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .q y 0
By applying this formula with S s S , and by our assumption, we have0
l sy1 G l s S q l s SX . 5.12.4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .0 q 0 y 0
Ž .y1 Ž X .Now a S a S can be written as the form Ý c a with c g K,q 0 y 0 y g Y 9 y y y
 Ž X . Ž .y14where Y 9 s xs S ‹ x F s S . Since e a e s 0 unless y gy 0 q 0 q y y
y1 Ž .y1 Ž X . Ž .S s S , we have e a e s 0 if y / s S s S by 5.12.4 .n, q 0 n, y q y y q 0 y 0
Ž .y1 Ž X . Ž y1 . Ž .Assume that y s s S s S and that l s s l y . Then y fq 0 y 0 0
S sy1 S since sy1 is the unique minimal length element in thisn, q 0 n, y 0
y1 Ž .double coset, and y / s . Hence 5.12.1 holds also in this case. The0
lemma is now proved.
5.13. Let T be the set of standard tableaux of shape l . We give al
total order S G S9 in T , compatible with the property given in Lemmal
5.12, i.e., the order satisfying the following properties: assume that S ) S9,
Ž . X Ž . Xand put s S s s s and s S9 s s s as in Lemma 5.12. Then wey 1 1 y 2 2
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Ž . Ž . Ž X. Ž X .require that l s F l s if s / s , and l s G l s if s s s . Clearly1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
 4such an order exists. We give a numbering on T as T s S , S , . . . , Sl l 1 2 f
Ž . Ž .along this order. Then by Lemma 5.12, we see that e S e S s 0 if i ) j.i j
Ž .We define an element e S g H by˜ i K
e S s 1 y cy1e S 1 y cy1e S ??? 1 y cy1 e S cy1e S ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .˜ Ž . Ž . Ž .i 1 1 2 2 iy1 iy1 i i
Ž . w x  Ž . Ž .4with c s c S . It is proved in Lemma 4.4 in G that if e S , . . . , e Si i 1 f
 Ž . < 4is a set of idempotents satisfying the above properties, then e S S g T˜ l
Ž w xgives a family of mutually orthogonal idempotents. It is also shown in G
Ž . .that e S does not depend on the choice of the total order in T . It is˜ l
Ž .clear that e S is a primitive idempotent affording the irreducible module˜
Ž .Z . It follows from Lemma 5.10 that, by the specialization w , e S is˜l 0
y1Ž . Ž .mapped to the idempotent c S e S g CW.
Summing up the above arguments, we have the following theorem.
 Ž . 4THEOREM 5.14. The set e S g H ‹ S g T , l g P gi¤es a complete˜ K l n, r
family of mutually orthogonal primiti¤e idempotents in H . By the specializa-K
y1Ž . Ž . Ž .tion w , e S is mapped to the primiti¤e idempotent c S e S g CW,˜ ˜0
which forms a complete family of mutually orthogonal primiti¤e idempotents
in CW.
6. A FROBENIUS FORMULA FOR THE CHARACTERS
OF HK
Ž i. Ž6.1. In this section, we introduce indeterminates x 1 F i F r, 1 F jj
. Ž i.F m associated to the basis ¤ of V. We also write these indeterminatesi j
Ž Ž1. Ž r ..as x , . . . , x , corresponding to the basis ¤ , . . . , ¤ . Let l s l , . . . , l1 m 1 m
w xbe a multipartition in P . Following M. I. Appendix B , we extend then, r
notion of power sum symmetric functions and Schur functions to the case
of multipartitions. Recall that z is a primitive r th root of unity. We define
a ‘‘power sum function’’ P associated to l as follows. For each integerl
k G 1 and i such that 1 F i F r, put
r
Ž i. yi j Ž j.P x s z p x ,Ž . Ž .Ýk k
js1
Ž Ž j..where p x denotes the k th power sum symmetric function with respectk
Ž j. Ž j. Ž i. Ž Ž i. Ž i. Ž i..to the variables x , . . . , x . For a partition l s l , l , . . . , l of n ,1 m 1 2 k ij i
Ž .Ž i.we define a function P x byl
ki
Ž i.
Ž i. Ž i.P x s P x ,Ž . Ž .Łl l j
js1
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Ž .and define a function P x byl
r
Ž i.P x s P x . 6.1.1Ž . Ž . Ž .Łl l
is1
Ž . Ž .We denote by P x the complex conjugate of P x . Next we define al l
Ž .‘‘Schur function’’ S x associated to l byl
r
Ž i.
Ž i.S x s s x , 6.1.2Ž . Ž . Ž .Łl l
is1
Ž Ž i.. Ž i.Ž i.where s x denotes the Schur function associated to the partition ll
with respect to the variables x Ž i., . . . , x Ž i..1 m i
The set of conjugacy classes in W is parametrized by P . The corre-n, r
spondence is given as follows. Let w s t c1 ??? t cns g W. Now s g S is1 n n
Ž .written as a product of disjoint cycles. Let z s i , i , . . . , i be a cycle1 2 k
occurring in the decomposition of s . We say that z is of type a if
Ž . Ž .c q c q ??? qc ’ a mod r , 1 F a F r . Then w belongs to the conju-i i i1 2 k
Ž Ž1. Ž r .. Ž i.gacy class corresponding to l s l , . . . , l , if l is defined as the
product of cycles of type i. For each l g P , we fix a representative wn, r l
of the conjugacy class in W corresponding to l as follows. First we put
Ž . i Ž .w n, i s t s s ??? s . Then w n, i corresponds to an n-cycle of type i.n n ny1 2
Ž . Ž .For a partition l s l , l , . . . of n, we define w l, i g W by1 2
w l, i s w l , i = w l , i = ???Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2
under the natural embedding W = W = ??? into W. Let l sl , r l , r1 2
Ž Ž1. Ž r .. Ž i.l , . . . , l g P . Under the isomorphism W , W , we may regardn, r n , ri
Ž Ž i. . Ž i. Ž .w l , i as an element in W . Then we define w g W l ; W asl
w s w lŽ1. , 1 w lŽ2. , 2 ??? w lŽ r . , r . 6.1.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .l
The above construction of w is generalized as follows. Let S be thel
subset of W consisting of w s t c1 ??? t cns such that any k-cycle s1 n 1
occurring in the decomposition of s is of the form s s s ??? s s1 pqky2 pq1 p
for some p G 2, and w is a product of the factors t a s ??? s s .pqky2 pqky2 pq1 p
We write as S the set of elements of S which is conjugate to w . Thenl l
w g S is obtained in a similar way as w by using a suitable embeddingl l
W Ž1. = W Ž1. = ??? into W.l , r l , r1 2
Let x l be the irreducible character of W corresponding to l g P .1 n, r
w Ž .xThen it is known by M, Appendix B, 9.5 that the formula
S s zy1x l w P 6.1.4Ž . Ž .Ýl m 1 m m
mgPn , r
holds, where z is the order of the centralizer of w in W.m m
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Ž .6.2. Let K 9 s K x , . . . , x be the field of rational functions on K. In1 m
Ž .the remainder of this paper, we assume that U g , H, V, etc., are definedq
Žover K 9. By abbreviation, we use the notations such as H, V, etc., instead
.of H , V , etc. Let C be the set of m-tuples of integers c G 0 suchK 9 K 9 n, m i
Ž . Ž .that Ýc s n. Take c s c , . . . , c g C . For a U g -module M, wei 1 m n, m q
denote by M the weight subspace of M with weight c; i.e., q« j acts on Mc c
cj Ž .by the scalar multiplication by q . We consider the H m U g -moduleq
V mn. For each sequence c as above, let E be the projection from V mn toc
the weight subspace V mn of V mn. We define an operator D on V mn byc
D s x cE ,Ý c
c
where c runs over all the elements in C , and x c denotes x c1 x c2 ??? x cm.n, m 1 2 m
Note that weight spaces in V mn are left invariant by the action of H.
Hence E commutes with the action of H, and so D also commutes withc
H. We also note that V mn coincides with the subspace of V mn generatedc
 < Ž . 4by ¤ m ¤ m ??? m ¤ such that a i b i s j s c .i i i k k j1 2 n
Ž .Let C9 s C x , . . . , x . In a similar way as above, we regard V as1 m
mnŽ .defined over C9, and consider the C9W m U g -module V . We define an
c mnoperator S x E on V , which we denote also by D, where E is thec c c
mnprojection from V to the weight subspace of weight c.
mnThe trace on V of elements in W multiplied by D is given as follows.
The proof is a straightforward computation.
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 6.3. i Let w n, i be as in 6.1. Then we ha¤e
m
mn bŽ j. i n Ž i.Tr Dw n , i , V s z x s P x .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ý j n
js1
Ž .ii More generally, for w g S , we ha¤el
mnTr Dw , V s P x .Ž . Ž .l
6.4. Let p be a primitive idempotent in CW affording the irreduciblel
representation Z . Then we havel
mnTr Dp , V s S x . 6.4.1Ž . Ž .Ž .l l
w xIn fact, the proof of Lemma 3.7 in Ram R can be applied to our case
also. By using the argument there, we have
y1mn l mn< <Tr Dp , V s W x w Tr Dw , V .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ýl 1
wgW
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Ž .Since D commutes with the action of W, Tr Dw only depends on the
Ž .conjugacy class containing w. Hence, by using Lemma 6.3, ii , we have
y1mn l< < < <Tr Dp , V s W C x w P x ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ýl m 1 m m
mgPn , r
< <where C is the number of elements in the conjugacy class C of Wm m
Ž . Ž .corresponding to m. The last formula coincides with S x by 6.1.4 . Thusl
Ž .6.4.1 holds.
Ž .6.5. We now pass to the setting for H and consider the H m U g -q
module V mn. Let x l be the irreducible character of H corresponding toq
l . We have the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 6.6. For any h g H, we ha¤e
Tr Dh , V mn s x l h S x .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý q l
lgPn , r
Proof. The proof is done in a similar way as in the proof of Theorem
w x3.8 in R , once we admit Theorem 5.14. By Theorem 5.14, there exists a
 lcomplete family of mutually orthogonal primitive idempotents p ‹ l gi
4 Ž lP , 1 F i F d of H here p affords the irreducible module Z withn, r l i l
. ld s dim Z such that each p is mapped, by the specialization w , to al l i 0
lprimitive idempotent p in CW affording the irreducible module Z . By ai l
Ž w Ž .x.standard argument cf. R, 3.8 , we can write
Tr Dh , V mn s hl Tr Dpl , V mn , 6.6.1Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý i i i
l , i
where hl is the diagonal element of the matrix of h on Z . Now asi i l
w Ž .x Ž l .remarked in R, 3.5 , Tr Dp is independent of indeterminates q, u ,i i
and so is left invariant by the specialization w . Therefore we have0
l mn l mnTr Dp , V s Tr Dp , V s S x . 6.6.2Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .i i l
Ž . Ž . Ž .The second identity follows from 6.4.1 . By substituting 6.6.2 into 6.6.1 ,
Žwe get the required formula. There exists a simple, direct proof of
Proposition 6.6 without using Theorem 5.14, suggested by the referee, as
Ž Ž ..follows. Since D g r U g , by virtue of Theorem 2.4, it is enough toq
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .show that Tr D, V s S x . But U g , U gl m ??? m U gl andl l q q m q m1 r
according to this isomorphism, V is decomposed as V , V Ž1. m ??? m V Ž r .,l l l l
Ž .Ž i.where V is an irreducible U gl -module corresponding to the partitionl q m iŽ i. Ž .l . Then Tr D, V can be written asl
r
Ž i.
Ž i.Tr D , V s Tr D , V ,Ž . Ž .Łl l
is1
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where DŽ i. is the operator on V mni defined analogous to D. Using thei
Ž . w xcorresponding result for the case U gl R, Theorem 3.8 , we see thatq m i
Ž Ž i. . Ž Ž i.. Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž i. Ž i.Tr D , V s s x . This implies that Tr D, V s S x by 6.1.2 ,l l l l
.and the proposition follows.
6.7. For l g P , we define an element a g H imitating the defini-n, r l
Ž . ition of w in 6.1 as follows. First we put a n, i s j a a ??? a . Then,l n n ny1 2
Ž .for each partition l s l , l , . . . of n, we define1 2
a l, i s a l , i m a l , i m ???Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2
Ž Ž1. Ž r ..under the embedding H m H m ??? into H. Let l s l , . . . , l gl , r l , r1 2
Ž .P . We define a g H l ; H byn, r l
a s a lŽ1. , 1 a lŽ2. , 2 ??? a lŽ r . , r ,Ž . Ž . Ž .l
Ž Ž i. . Ž i.where as in the group case, a l , i is regarded as an element in H via
the isomorphism H Ž i. , H . More generally, the element a for w g Sn , r w li
is also constructed in a similar way as above by using a suitable embedding
of H Ž1. m H Ž1. m ??? into H.l , r l , r1 2
In general, for each w s t c1 t c2 ??? t cns g W, we set a s j c1j c2 ???1 2 n w 1 2
cn  4j a . Then, a ‹ w g W gives rise to a basis of H. We note that then s w
above construction of a for w g S is compatible with this definition. Byw l
the specialization w , a is mapped to w. In particular, a is mapped to0 w l
w .l
We shall compute the trace of Da for w g S on V mn. The specialw l
case where l corresponds to an n-cycle of type i is given explicitly. In the
following, we give a slightly general formula.
THEOREM 6.8. Let a s j c1j c2 ??? j cn a a ??? a . Then we ha¤ew 1 2 n n ny1 2
Ž .l Imn c c c eŽ I . y11 2 nTr Da , V s u u ??? u q q y q x x ??? x ,Ž .Ž . Ýw bŽ i . bŽ i . bŽ i . i i i1 2 n 1 2 n
I
6.8.1Ž .
Ž .where the sum is taken o¤er all the sequences I s i , i , . . . , i such that1 2 n
Ž . Ž Ž ..1 F i F i F ??? F i , e I resp. l I denotes the number of j such that1 2 n
Ž .i s i resp. i - i .j jq1 j jq1
Proof. The computation of the action of Da a ??? a is completelyn ny1 2
w xthe same as the proof of Theorem 4.1 in R . We have only to note that in
this computation, the contribution of the term x x ??? x comes from thei i i1 2 n
basis vector ¤ m ¤ m ??? m ¤ of V mn, on which j acts as a scalari i i k1 2 n
multiplication by u . Note that our generator a g H is different frombŽ i . i nkw xthe one in R by scalar, and so the expression involving q in our formula
w xis different from R .
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6.9. More generally, we shall compute the trace of Da for w g S .w l
The cycle of type i corresponding to lŽ i. is expressed as t i s s ??? s forj k k ky1 l
Ž i. Ž Ž i.. isome integers l F k such that l s k y l q 2. Put a l s j a a ???j j k k ky1
Ž Ž i..a . Then a can be written as the product of a l for various i, j. Notel l j
Ž Ž i.. mnthat the operator a l affects only the l y 1, l, . . . , k factors of V ,j
which are disjoint for distinct lŽ i.. Moreover, D is also decomposedj
mn Ž .according to such a decomposition of factors in V . Hence Tr Da canl
Ž Ž Ž i...be computed as the product of the traces Tr Da l . But the latter onej
Ž Ž i. . Ž i.coincides with the trace of Da l , i on the l -fold tensor space of V.j j
Therefore we have the following formula.
PROPOSITION 6.10. Let w g S . Then we ha¤el
Ž Ž i..l lr
Ž i.mn Ž i. ml jTr Da , V s Tr Da l , i , V .Ž . Ž .Ł Ł ž /w j
is1 js1
Ž . Ž .In particular, the trace Tr Da coincides with the trace Tr Da for anyw l
w g S .l
Ž .6.11. We now introduce a ‘‘monomial function’’ m x associated tol
l g P byn, r
r
Ž i.
Ž i.m x s m x , 6.11.1Ž . Ž . Ž .Łl l
is1
Ž Ž i..Ž i.where m x is a monomial symmetric function corresponding to thel
partition lŽ i. with respect to the variables x Ž i., . . . , x Ž i..1 m iŽ i.Ž . Ž Ž . mn.Let q x; q, u s Tr Da n, i , V . Then, thanks to Theorem 6.8,n
Ž i.Ž .q x; q, u can be written asn
Ž .l m y1Ž i. i nylŽm. y1q x ; q , u s u q q y q m x , 6.11.2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ýn m m
mgPn , r
Ž . r Ž Ž i.. Ž Ž1. Ž r ..where l m s Ý l m for m s m , . . . , m , and u denotes u foris1 m k
the largest number k such that mŽk . is not an empty partition.
Ž . Ž w x.Let q x , . . . , x ; t be the Hall]Littlewood function cf. M, III, 2 ,r 1 m
which is defined by
q x ; t s 1,Ž .0
m x y txi jrq x ; t s 1 y t x r G 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Łr i x y xj/i i jis1
Ž . wThe following formula is obtained from the formula b in R, Theorem
x4.13 :
q nŽ .l m y1nylŽ m . y1 y2q q y q m x s q x ; q . 6.11.3Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý m ny1q y qm&n
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Ž . Ž Ž1. Ž r ..Let c s n , n , . . . , n g C . If m s m , . . . , m g P is such1 2 r n, r n, r
< Ž i. <that m s n , we write m g c. The following formula expresses thei
Ž i.Ž .function q x; q, u in terms of Hall]Littlewood functions.n
PROPOSITION 6.12.
n rq
Ž i. i Ž j. y2q x ; q , u s u q x ; q ,Ž . Ž .Ý Łn c ny1 jq y q js1cgCn , r
Ž .where c g C is written as c s n , n , . . . , n , and u denotes u for then, r 1 2 r c k
largest integer k such that n / 0.k
Proof. Since u is independent for m g c for a fixed c g C , which ism n, r
equal to u , we can writec
Ž .l m y1Ž i. i nylŽm. y1q x ; q , u s u q q y q m xŽ . Ž .Ž .Ý Ýn c m
mgccgCn , r
r
Ž j.ry1y1 i n ylŽ m .is q y q u qŽ . Ý Ł Ýc
js1 Ž j.cgC m &nn , r i
Ž Ž j..l m y1y1 Ž j.
Ž j.= q y q m xŽ .Ž . m
n rq
i Ž j. y2s u q x ; q .Ž .Ý Łc ny1 jq y q js1cgCn , r
Ž .The last equality follows from 6.11.3 . Thus the proposition is proved.
Ž i.Ž . Ž .6.13. Let q x; q, u be as in 6.11.2 . For a multipartition m sn
Ž Ž1. Ž r .. Ž .m , . . . , m g P , we define a function q x , . . . , x ; q, u by˜n, r m 1 m
Ž Ž i..l mr
Ž i.
Ž i.q x , . . . , x ; q , u s q x ; q , u .Ž . Ž .˜ Ł Łm 1 m m j
is1 js1
Then by combining Proposition 6.6, Theorem 6.8, and Proposition 6.10, we
obtain the following Frobenius type formula for the characters of H, which
w xis a generalization of Theorem 4.14 in R .
THEOREM 6.14. For each m g P , we ha¤en, r
q x ; q , u s x l a S x . 6.14.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .˜ Ým q m l
lgPn , r
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As a corollary, we have the following.
l Ž .COROLLARY 6.15. Let l , m g P . Then x a g R, and by the spe-n, r q m
l Ž . l Ž .cialization w , x a is mapped to x w .0 q m 1 m
Ž . Ž .Proof. It follows from 6.11.2 that q x; q, u is an R-linear combina-m˜
Ž . Ž .tion of various m x , and so is an R-linear combination of S x . Sincel l
Ž .Schur functions S x are linearly independent for l g P , Theoreml n, r
l Ž .6.14 implies that x a g R. Moreover, the argument used to proveq m
Theorem 6.14 works well for W, and we have
q x ; 1, z s x l w S x , 6.15.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .˜ Ým 1 m l
lgPn , r
where z stands for the substitution of z , z 2, . . . , z r s 1 into u , u , . . . , u .1 2 r
Ž Ž . Ž . .Here q x; 1, z coincides with P x . Hence the second assertion fol-m˜ m
Ž .lows by specializing the equation 6.14.1 by w , and by comparing it with0
Ž .6.15.1 .
7. CHARACTER VALUES
7.1. Let l: W “ Z be the length function of W with respect to theG 0
 4 Ž .generators t , s , . . . , s ; i.e., l w is the smallest number of generators1 2 n
which are needed to express w as the product of such generators. The
Ž . w xfunction l w is determined in Bremke and Malle BM . Some properties
Ž . w xof l w were studied further in RS . In particular, the following is known
Ž w x. Ž . Ž .cf. RS, 1.31 . For each k 1 F k F n and a 0 F a F r y 1 , put
s ??? s s if a s 0,kq1 ny1 n
v k , a s 7.1.1Ž . Ž .an ½ s ??? s t s ??? s if a / 0.k 2 2 n
 Ž . 4Then the set R s v k, a ‹ 1 F i F n, 0 F a F r y 1 gives rise to an n
complete set of representatives of the left cosets W rW . Moreover,n, r ny1, r
Ž . Ž . Ž .we have l ww9 s l w q l w9 for w g R , w9 g W . The expressionn ny1, r
Ž . Ž .of v k, a in 7.1.1 is a reduced expression with respect to l.n
wThe decomposition for W _ W is also described in RS, Corollaryny1, r n, r
x1.29 . Combining with the previous result, we have the following double
coset decomposition of W by W .n, r ny1, r
˜ aŽ .  47.1.2 Let R s s , t ‹ 0 F a F r y 1 . Then any element w g Wn n n n, r
˜can be written as w s w9 dw0 with w9, w0 g W , d g R , such thatny1, r n
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .l w s l w9 q l d q l w0 .
Let C s C be the conjugacy class in W corresponding to l g P . Wel n, r
Ž .denote by C the set of w g C such that l w is minimal in C. Themin
w xfollowing lemma is related to Lemma 2.5 in Geck and Pfeiffer GP .
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LEMMA 7.2. Let C s C for l g P . Then we ha¤el n, r
C l S / B.min l
wProof. The proof is done by using a similar argument as in GP,
x Ž .Proposition 2.3 . Let us take w g C. One can write w s xd y by 7.1.2 ,n
˜ y1 Ž .with x, y g W and d g R . Let w9 s x wx s d yx. Then l w9 Fny1, r n n n
Ž . Ž . Ž .l w by the property of the length function in 7.12 . Again by 7.12 ,
applied to W , we have yx s x9d y9 with x9, y9 g W and dny1, r ny1 ny2, r ny1
˜ ˜g R . Since elements in R commute with W , we see that d yx sny1 n ny2, r n
d x9d y9 s x9d d y9. Hence, by a similar argument as before, w0 sn ny1 n ny1
Ž . Ž .d d y9x9 is in C and l w0 F l w . Repeating this procedure, we cann ny1
˜Ž . Ž .find w s d d ??? d d g C such that l w F l w , where d g R for1 n ny1 1 0 1 i i
 a 4i G 1 and d g t ‹ 0 F a F r y 1 . The lemma follows from this since w0 1 1
is contained in S .l
l Ž .Remark 7.3. The proof of Theorem 6.14 implies that x a takes aq w
l Ž .constant value for w g S . Hence x a is constant for w g C l S .m q w min m
Ž .In comparing the case of Iwahori]Hecke algebras see 7.4 below , it seems
l Ž .interesting to know whether x a is constant for w g C .q w min
Ž . w xAn alternative length function, n w in the notation in RS , associated
w xto the root system of W was introduced in BM . One can define the set
X Ž .C of minimal elements with respect to n w . It would be also interestingmin
to consider a similar problem as above for CX .min
w x w x7.4. In GP Geck and Pfeiffer have shown, extending the result of R
for the Hecke algebra of type A , that in the case of Iwahori]Hecken
algebras, any character has a constant value on the standard basis T forw
w g C , where C is the set of minimal length element in a givenmin min
conjugacy class C of the Weyl group, and that the character values at
other T are determined from the values at T with w g C . Thew 9 w min
w xfollowing result, which is a generalization of Theorem 5.1 in R , together
with Lemma 7.2, is, in a sense, a counterpart of their result for the case of
Ž .complex reflection groups G r, 1, n , although our basis of H is differentK
from the standard basis. This answers, in some sense, a question posed in
w xthe last paragraph in Pfeiffer P .
PROPOSITION 7.5. For each w g W, there exists
A s c aÝw w , m m
mgPn , r
Ž . Ž .with c g R , such that x a s x A for any character x of H. Inw , m 1 q w q w q
particular, the characters x are determined by a with m g P .q m n, r
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ˆ c1 cnProof. Let S be the subset of W consisting of w s t ??? t s such1 n
that any k-cycle s occurring in the decomposition of s is of the form1
s s s ??? s s for some p G 2. Here we introduce a notation. For1 pqky2 pq1 p
c1 cn Ž . Ž . Ž .any w s t ??? t s , we define l w by l w s l s . First we show the1 n 1 1
following.
Ž .7.5.1 For each w g W, there exists
AX s c a g H hÝw w , z z
ˆzgS
Ž . Ž X .with c g R , such that x a s x A for any character x of H.w , z 1 q w q w q
Ž . Ž .Moreover, l z F l w if c / 0.1 1 w , z
Now take w s t c1 ??? t cns g W, and let i be the largest integer such that1 n
Ž . Xs i - i y 1. We shall show the existence of A by induction on i andw
Ž .reverse induction on s i . Note that if such an i does not exist, then w is
ˆ Ž .contained in S. Moreover, if i is such a number with s i s n, then we
 4  4may replace 1, 2, . . . , n by 1, 2, . . . , i y 1 . So, let i be such a number
Ž . Ž . y1Ž .with s i / n, and put j s s i q 1. Then j - i and so s j - i. It
Ž . Ž .follows that l s s - l s . Put s 9 s s s s and s 0 s s s .j j j j
Ž . Ž .First assume that l s 9 ) l s 0 . Then a s a a . We haves j s 0
x a s x j c1 ??? j cn a aŽ . Ž .q w q 1 n j s 0
s x a f j a q x f j a ,Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .q j 1 s 0 q 2 s 0
Ž .by 3.6.6 , where f , f are polynomials in j , . . . , j with coefficients in1 2 1 n
R . Now1
x a f j a s x f j a a s x f j a .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .q j 1 s 0 q 1 s 0 j q 1 s 9
Ž . Ž . Ž .But we have s 9 i s j s s i q 1, and also s 0 i s j. Hence the induc-
tion hypothesis works.
Ž . Ž .Next assume that l s 9 - l s 0 . Then a s a a and a s a a a .s 0 s 9 j s j s 9 j
Hence
x a s x j c1 ??? j cn a a aŽ . Ž .q w q 1 n j s 9 j
s x a f j a a q x f j a a .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .q j 1 s 9 j q 2 s 9 j
But since
x a f j a a s x f j a a2Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .q j 1 s 9 j q 1 s 9 j
s q y qy1 x f j a q x f j a ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . q 1 s 0 q 1 s 9
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we have
x a s x f j a q x f j aŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .q w q 1 s 9 q 3 s 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .for certain polynomials f , f . Since s 9 i s s 0 i s j s s i q 1, the1 3
induction hypothesis works. The latter assertion is easily checked for both
Ž .cases. Thus we get 7.5.1 .
Ž . Ž .We now prove the proposition by induction on l w . By 7.5.1 , we may1
ˆassume that w g S. Then w is a product of the elements of the form
t cly 1 t cl ??? t ck s s ??? s for some integers l F k. Accordingly, a is aly1 l k k ky1 l w
Ž . cly 1 clproduct of mutually commuting elements of the form j j ???ly1 l
j ck a a ??? a . We consider the special case where w s t c1 t c2 ???k k ky1 l 1 2
t cn s s ??? s . Put s s s ??? s . Thenn n ny1 2 n 2
x a s x j c1 ??? j cny 2j cn a a ??? a j cny1Ž . Ž .q w q 1 ny2 n n ny1 2 ny1
s x j c1 ??? j cny 2qc ny 1j cn a a ??? a q x f j aŽ .Ž . Ž .Ýq 1 ny2 n n ny1 2 q s 9 s 9
s 9-s
Ž . Ž .by 3.6.5 ] 3.6.8 , with some polynomials f on j . Then by repeating thiss 9
procedure for j , j , . . . , j , we haveny2 ny3 1
x a s x j c1q ??? qcn a a ??? a q x f X j aŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ýq w q n n ny1 2 q s 9 s 9
s 9-s
for some polynomials f X on j . Now z s j c1q ??? qcn a ??? a g S fors 9 n n 2 m
some m g P . On the other hand, Proposition 6.10 and Theorem 6.14n, r
Ž . Ž . Ž .imply by the linear independence of Schur functions that x a s x a .q z q m
Hence the proposition holds in this case. The argument for the general
case is completely similar.
l Ž .Remark 7.6. Proposition 7.5 and Corollary 6.15 imply that x a g R .q w 1
But this also follows from Proposition 4.3. More precisely, we see that
l Ž . l Ž .x a is mapped to x w by the specialization w . In fact, by Proposi-q w 1 0
Žtion 4.3, any irreducible representation Z has an R form since anl 1
.irreducible H -module is realized on R . Moreover, by the specializationn 1
w this turns out to be an irreducible W-module Z . The above assertions0 l
follow easily from this.
Ž .7.7. Let W s W l be as in 5.1, and let u be the linear character ofq q 1
W as given in 5.5. We consider the induced character IndW u of W,q W 1q
which will be denoted by Q l . The value of Q l at w is interpreted in1 1 m
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .terms of P x and m x as follows recall that P x is the complexm l m
Ž ..conjugate of P x :m
lP x s Q w m x . 7.7.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ým 1 m l
lgPn , r
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In fact, if we write P s Ý c m , the coefficient c is described asm l l , m l l , m
Ž .follows. Let G be the set of maps from the set X s i, j ‹ 1 F i F r,l
Ž Ž i..4  41 F j F l l to 1, 2, . . . , r . Then g g G determines a multipartition
Ž . Ž Ž1. Ž r .. Žk .  Ž i.n g s n , . . . , n g P , where n is obtained from the set l ‹n, r j
Ž . 4 Ž .g i, j s k by arranging the order. Let F g, i, m be the set of maps f
 Ž Ž i..4  4 Ž i. Ž i. Žfrom the set 1, 2, . . . , l n to 1, 2, . . . , r such that Ý n s m wherej j k
Ž . .the sum is taken over all j such that f j s k . Then, it follows from the
definition of P and m that we can writem l
r
i? g Ž i , j.c s z F g , k , m . 7.7.2Ž . Ž .Ý Ł Łl , m
Ž . ks1i , j gXggG l
l Ž .On the other hand, it is easy to compute the value Q w explicitly, which1 m
Ž . Ž .coincides with the value c in 7.7.2 . Thus 7.7.1 holds.l , m
Ž . Ž . ŽFor each partition l s l , l , . . . of n, we set z t s z ? Ł 1 y1 2 l l iG1
li.y1t , where z is the order of the centralizer of s in S . For al l n
Ž Ž1. Ž r .. Ž .multipartition l s l , . . . , l , we define a function z t byl
r
lŽl .
Ž i.z t s r z t . 7.7.3Ž . Ž . Ž .Łl l
is1
Ž .For a partition l s l , l , . . . , l , the Hall]Littlewood function1 2 k
Ž . Ž . k Ž .q x; t is defined as q x; t s Ł q x; t . For a multipartition l gl l is1 l i
Ž .P , we define a function q x; t byn, r l
r
Ž i.
Ž i.q x ; t s q x ; t . 7.7.4Ž . Ž . Ž .Łl l
is1
We now introduce infinitely many variables, x Žk ., y Žk ., for i s 1, 2, . . . ,i i
and 1 F k F r. We have the following lemma.
LEMMA 7.8. Let
r Žk . Žk .1 y tx yi j
V x , y ; t s .Ž . Ł Ł Žk . Žk .1 y x yks1 i , j i j
Then we ha¤e
V x , y ; t s q x ; t m y , 7.8.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý l l
l
y1
V x , y ; t s z t P x P y , 7.8.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý l l l
l
Ž Ž1. Ž r ..where in both formulas, l runs o¤er the multipartitions l s l , . . . , l of
any size.
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Ž .Proof. The equality 7.8.1 follows easily from the equality for the case
Ž w Ž .x. Ž .where r s 1, cf. M, III, 4.2 . The equality 7.8.2 for r s 1 is given in
w Ž .xM, III, 4.1 . By a similar argument as in the case r s 1, we have
‘ m1 y t mŽk . Žk .log V x , y ; t s x y .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ý i jmk i , j ms1
But since
r1 ayk k 9z z s d ,Ž .Ý k , k 9r as1
we have
r ‘ m1 y t myak ak 9 Žk . Žk 9.log V x , y ; t s z z x yŽ . Ž .Ý Ý Ý i jrmas1 ms1 k , k 9 , i , j
r ‘ m1 y t
Ža. Ža.s P x P y .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý m mrmas1 ms1
Hence
r ‘ m1 y t
Ža. Ža.V x , y ; t s exp P x P yŽ . Ž . Ž .Ł Ł m m½ 5rmas1 ms1
y1s z t P x P y ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý l l l
l
as asserted. Thus, the lemma is proved.
7.9. Returning to the Hecke algebra setting, we shall express the
l Ž . l t Žcharacter value x a in terms of the characters x and Q for someq m 1 1
.t of W. For this, we introduce some notation.
Ž .For a partition l s l , l , . . . , l , we denote by M the set of k = r1 2 k l
Ž . rmatrices C s c with integers c G 0 such that Ý c s l . For C gi j i j js1 i j i
k Ž .M , we define an element u s Ł u , where n i is the largest j suchl C is1 nŽ i.
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž1. Ž r ..that c / 0 for a fixed i . Also we associate t s t C s t , . . . , t gi j
P to C g M as follows: the partition t Ž j. is obtained from the setn, r l
 4c ‹ 1 F i F k by arranging the order.i j
More generally, for a multipartition l g P , we consider the setn, r
Ž .Ž1. Ž r .M s M = ??? = M , and for each C s C , . . . , C g M , we put u sl l l 1 r l C
r i Ž . Ž Ž1. Ž r ..Ł u . The multipartition t s t C s t , . . . , t associated to C gis1 Ci
Ž . Ž j.M is defined as the union of t C ; i.e., t is the union of correspondingl i
Ž . Ž .jth partitions in n C .i
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Ž .Now by making use of Proposition 6.12, q x; q, t may be interpreted bym˜
the following formula:
q n
y2q x ; q , u s u q x ; q . 7.9.1Ž . Ž .Ž .˜ Ým C t ŽC.Ž .l my1q y q CgMŽ . m
We have the following result.
THEOREM 7.10. For each l , m g P , we ha¤en, r
q n y1l y2 l t ŽC.x a s u z q x w Q w .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ýq m C n 1 n 1 nŽ .l my1q y q CgM ngPŽ . m n , r
w xProof. The proof is similar to R, Theorem 5.4 . First we compute the
Ž . Ž .coefficient b of S x in the expansion of q x; t in terms of Schurt , l l t
Ž . Ž .functions. Then b coincides with the coefficient of S x m y int , l l t
Ž . Ž . Ž .V x, y; t by 7.8.1 . Hence by 7.8.2 , it is equal to the coefficient of
y1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .S x m y in Ý z t P x P y . But 6.1.4 implies thatl t n n n n
P x s x l w S x .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýn 1 n l
l
Ž .It follows, by virtue of 7.7.1 , that
y1 l tb s z t x w Q w . 7.10.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýt , l n 1 n 1 n
n
Ž . l Ž .Now by the Frobenius formula Theorem 6.14 , x a coincides with theq m
Ž . Ž . Ž .coefficient of S x in q x; q, u . Hence the theorem follows from 7.9.1˜l m
Ž .together with 7.10.1 .
l Ž .Remark 7.11. Theorem 7.10 expresses the character value x a inq m
terms of the values of irreducible characters and certain induced charac-
wters of W. The corresponding formula for H was given in R, Theoremn
x5.4 . Our proof of Theorem 7.10 is a generalization of his argument.
However, essentially the same result as Ram had already been obtained by
w xStarkey S in his Ph.D. thesis in 1975, though it was not published at all.
The author is grateful to M. Geck for communicating him the result of
w xStarkey. See Ge for more details on Starkey’s work and related topics.
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